Abstract. This has been the third workshop around Statistical Mechanics organized in the last 6 years. The main topic consisted of spatial random processes and their connections to statistical mechanics. The common underlying theme of the subjects discussed at the meeting is the existence of a scaling limit, i.e., a continuum object that approximates the discrete one under study at sufficiently large spatial scales. The specific topics that have been discussed included two-dimensional and high-dimensional critical models, random graphs and various random geometric problems, such as random interlacements, polymers, etc. The workshop bolstered interactions between groups of researchers in these areas and led to interesting and fruitful exchanges of ideas. (2000): 60xx, 82xx.
Introduction by the Organisers
The workshop was devoted to a rapidly developing area at the interface of probability, mathematical physics, analysis and combinatorics. Three themes naturally dominated the meeting were: two-dimensional critical statistical mechanics, highdimensional and random-graph problems, random walks in random environments and random interlacements. There have been also several talks that do not quite fall into any of these categories, but were inspiring in their own right. We will now comment on each of these themes separately.
Two-dimensional critical models: The critical behavior in models on planar graphs has been one of the very hot subjects in the last decade, with its connections to Stochastic or Schramm Loewner Evolution (SLE). Several new developments have been presented in this area: Dmitry Chelkak presented a recent calculation of asymptotic scaling for multi-point correlation functions in critical two-dimensional Ising model, Gábor Pete discussed results and conjectures concerning the time needed to break a crossing in two-dimensional dynamical percolation, Wendelin Werner presented an interesting fragmentation process related to CLE 4 . Further, Greg Lawler talked about parametrization of SLE by Minkowski content and Ioan Manolescu explained an interesting transformation that relates percolation on various radial planar graphs, and shows that they fall in the same universality class.
In addition, David Wilson discussed interesting numerical coincidences in probabilities that a two-dimensional spanning tree contains a given edge and Bálint Vetö analyzed (and showed fantastic pictures) of non-colliding two-dimensional Brownian bridges. Although not for a critical model, naturally included to this area is the lecture by Hugo Duminil-Copin, who gave a full classification of the infinite-volume Gibbs states for the supercritical Potts model on the square lattice, resolving an old conjecture in this field.
Problems in random geometry: A good number of lectures have been devoted to problems that deal with various geometric (and geometry-related) properties of random spatial structures. Specifically, Oren Louidor described the asymptotic shape of isoperimetric sets on two-dimensional supercritical percolation cluster, Hubert Lacoin talked about counting self-avoiding paths in a similar context, while Noam Berger outlined a proof of absence of percolation of frustrated edges in the ground-state of a two-dimensional spin glass. Renato dos Santos talked about random walks on the supercritical (and time-evolving) contact process and Nina Gantert described recent progress in the understanding of the random walk on an oriented percolation cluster. Marcelo Hilario discussed percolation of cylinders in three dimensions. Allan Sly presented his recent work with R. Basu on compatibility of binary sequences, Lipshitz embeddings and rough isometries of one dimensional Bernoulli and Poisson sequences, which uses novel multiscale approach. This is a remarkable achievement and marks a breakthrough point in more than two decades history of these questions. Frank den Hollander discussed the scaling limit in the hierarchical Cannings model, which shows extremely rich behavior that is described in terms of Möbius transformations. High-dimensional critical models: The meeting also featured a number of talks in the area of high-dimensional critical models; an area driven by a perturbation technique called the lace expansion. Akira Sakai gave a very thoughtful presentation of the lace expansion for the ϕ 4 -model, Mark Holmes explained the scaling limit of high-dimensional lattice trees, Markus Heydenreich described the backbone scaling limit in high-dimensional percolation and, finally, Tom Hulshof addressed the random walk on the incipient infinite cluster above the upper critical dimension.
Random graph problems: Related to the above topic is the subject of random graphs and various problems thereupon. Nicolas Broutin studied scaling limits of random graph models, and Louigi Addario-Berry and Christina Goldschmidt discussed the relations between critical Erdős-Rényi random graphs and minimum spanning trees on the complete graph. Asaf Nachmias presented results concerning recurrence of planar graph limits. Random interlacements: A rather new area that was represented at the meeting is that of random interlacements. We have been fortunate to have two of major players of this field in the audience. Artëm Sapozhnikov gave us a chance to understand the geometry of the vacant set -the complement of the interlacement set. JiříČerný in turn discussed the behavior of the chemical (or graph-theoretical) distance of the random interlacement set. Polymer problems and front propagation: Another area of traditional interest has been that of polymer models. Two talks were devoted to this topic, one by Francis Comets who talked about recent results on polymer localization, and the other by Tom Alberts who discussed scaling limits of polymer models. Of a different, but related, nature has been the lecture of Alejandro Ramirez, who addressed fluctuations of a moving front in a one-dimensional model of infection spread. Summary: It has been quite remarkable to see how the community has developed in the 6 years since our first workshop in this thematic series. There is a large number of new, highly motivated and capable young researchers and there are several subjects that barely saw the light of day 6 years ago. The meeting demonstrated this very clearly in its open exchange of ideas for current and future work. A considerable amount of time was left to spontaneous discussions and interactions among the participants which, in many ways, is at least as important as the formal presentation of completed works. The appreciating and warm atmosphere in which the meeting took place was extremely helpful to foster such an exchange of information and ideas.
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